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The growth of IoT technology, increasing prevalence of embedded devices, and advancements in biomedical
technology have led to the emergence of numerous wearable health monitoring devices (WHMDs) in clinical settings and in the community. The majority of these devices are Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) enabled.
Though the advantages offered by BLE-enabled WHMDs in tracking, diagnosing, and intervening with patients are substantial, the risk of cyberattacks on these devices is likely to increase with device complexity
and new communication protocols. Furthermore, vendors face risk and financial tradeoffs between speed to
market and ensuring device security in all situations. Previous research has explored the security and privacy
of such devices by manually testing popular BLE-enabled WHMDs in the market and generally discussed categories of possible attacks, while mostly focused on IP devices. In this work, we propose a new semi-automated
framework that can be used to identify and discover both known and unknown vulnerabilities in WHMDs.
To demonstrate its implementation, we validate it with a number of commercially available BLE-enabled enabled wearable devices. Our results show that the devices are vulnerable to a number of attacks, including
eavesdropping, data manipulation, and denial of service attacks. The proposed framework could therefore be
used to evaluate potential devices before adoption into a secure network or, ideally, during the design and
implementation of new devices.
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INTRODUCTION

With the digitization of health and personal information, mobile and wearable technologies have
become attractive platforms for personal health tracking. Leveraging commodity hardware and
the ubiquity of smartphones, these technologies have enabled the rapid and simplified collection
of data and analysis from smartphone-linked wearable sensors. The majority of these sensors are
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) enabled. The widespread adoption of these BLE-enabled wearable health monitoring devices (WHMDs), combined with their affordability and convenience,
however, has quickly overshadowed security and privacy risks.
In general, medical devices have been and remain vulnerable to cyberattack due to naïve designs
and weak security implementations [29, 37, 45, 47]. The security of wearable medical devices is
even more dire [39, 48]. These vulnerable devices, when connected to networks, expose entire
digital healthcare infrastructures to security threats, and ubiquitous internet connectivity greatly
increases the attack surface. Furthermore, standard approaches for security, such as access control,
are often unsuitable for medical devices due to the inherent tradeoffs between security and privacy,
the safety of patients, and the treatment process. For example, securing implantable defibrillator
may require additional verification procedure when abnormal heartbeats are detected. Yet this is
likely to delay electrical pulses to restore a normal heart rhythm and may possibly adversely affect
patient’s health.
There have not yet been any reports of death from maliciously compromised medical devices,
but there are many examples of patient injuries or personal information leaks due to security vulnerabilities and a lack of security controls in medical devices [21, 57]. As such, the feasibility of such
attacks is no longer in question. For example, in August 2017, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) agency recalled almost half a million implantable cardiac pacemakers due to concerns
over malicious reprogramming [23]. In 2019 and 2020 the FDA issued a number of warnings
concerning security vulnerabilities affecting insulin pumps, home monitors, clinical information
central stations, and telemetry servers, emphasizing the adverse effects that compromised devices
could have on patient health and the risk these devices pose to hospital networks [24–26].
The situation is aggravated by a lack of proper certification and comprehensive guidelines
for the secure design of medical devices and health networks. Regulatory guidance for securing
medical devices around the world remains limited and is insufficient. Several studies have demonstrated that even devices with existing security vulnerabilities (e.g., susceptible to unauthorized
access, tampering) can be approved by the FDA for public use [65, 76]. Similarly, wearable
health monitoring device can be except from any regulatory review as a posing low risk to
patient safety even though device’s mobile related application may acquire sensitive information
from sensors [76]. Yet, a recent study showed that 61% of mobile applications of BLE-enabled
Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices are vulnerable [79].
The lack of an established and validated framework for proper assessment makes the rigorous
security analysis of devices already on the market even more challenging. The fact that most medical products are closed source and highly proprietary only serves to exacerbate the problem [13].
A number of studies have shown the need for proper security analysis of medical devices and
introduced solutions focusing on the design of secure healthcare systems [11, 22, 31, 56], testing
individual products or IoT networks [20, 30, 39, 54, 55, 59], and assessment of threats in such
networks [28, 61, 66, 72].
Despite the amount and breadth of research emerging in this field, the research community
has yet to offer a comprehensive practical security assessment framework that is applicable to a
majority of the devices on the market. Current studies that focus on secure design preclude existing hospital infrastructure and can therefore only be considered for future facilities and devices.
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These studies typically lack the ability to guarantee a secure implementation. For example, any
inadvertent faults in the implementation of the device firmware, a corresponding application, or
public libraries imported in the code can quickly undermine the security of devices, and hence
the security of the infrastructure. Manual testing is commonly employed to identify and address
security issues in individual devices, but it is costly, time consuming, and requires a breadth and
depth of expertise to address the wide variety of emerging technologies. Consequently, attempts
have been made to develop generic security assessment frameworks for IoT devices [66, 72]. Many
of these studies, however, either exclusively focus on measuring the impact of vulnerabilities on
nodes in the network, or assume the presence of traditional WiFi connected devices [8, 28, 72].
While WiFi-enabled medical devices are common in medical settings, a majority of modern and
emerging health devices now use the Bluetooth Low Energy communication protocol [62, 69].
Because of its popularity in the IoT, security frameworks that focus on BLE devices, have mainly
targeted general consumer “smart” applications such as smart lights or smart locks or highly popular fitness trackers such FitBit [43, 61]. In this work, we focus on the assessment of the growing
number of BLE-enabled wearable devices, and propose an advanced security assessment methodology based on Penetration Execution Standard (PTES) guidelines [2]. We extend the PTES
guidelines to incorporate practical assessment of BLE-enabled devices.
The proposed framework comprises two main stages: information gathering and security
assessment. The information gathering module is responsible for fingerprinting a target device,
extracting device implementation-specific information and related publicly known vulnerability
information. We take advantage of the Bluetooth public product listings database to access
device-specification details and leverage this information to scan for known vulnerabilities. The
assessment module performs both static and dynamic analysis of the device, aiming to exploit potential vulnerabilities and to evaluate the possibility of occurrence of threats defined by our threat
model. To overcome limitations in the existing available data, we perform additional analyses based
on fuzz testing to discover previously unknown vulnerabilities. Finally, the implementation of our
framework is made publicly available.1 The main contributions of this work include the following:
• Extending the PTES standard guidelines to incorporate assessment of BLE-enabled devices.
• The design and implementation of an advanced security assessment framework for BLEenabled wearable devices that incorporates the assessment of known and previously unknown vulnerabilities discovered through testing.
• The evaluation of the developed framework by conducting experiments on three different
commercially available WHMDs.
The article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents overview of medical devices, and the current security landscape. Related work is presented in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the proposed
assessment methodology, while Section 5 describes the framework modules. In Sections 6 and 7 we
explain the implementation of the framework and show results of experiments on three consumer
health monitoring devices. We discuss the implications of our analyses and make recommendations in Section 8, before concluding the work in Section 9.
2

OVERVIEW OF MEDICAL DEVICES

Medical devices provide value and benefit in hospitals by enabling more effective and less expensive means of monitoring and treatment. Medical devices can be divided into three main categories [40]:
1 https://github.com/thecyberlab/safemed.
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(1) Wearable and general health monitoring products for personal healthcare, such as
smart bands, smart scales, and other commercially available smart home products. These
devices typically use Bluetooth as a communication medium, and represent a rapidly growing market segment.
(2) Implantable medical devices such as pacemakers, insulin pumps, and other invasive medical devices. They typically communicate wirelessly by proprietary protocols, telemetry, or
Bluetooth.
(3) Stationary medical devices include devices like hospital-based chemotherapy dispensing
stations or cardiac monitoring machines that are typically connected via WiFi connection
or network cable to a network of other devices.
WHMDs are rapidly becoming widely available as commercial products, as individuals strive
to learn more about themselves, their general well-being, and their vital signs. WHMDs are often
controlled by a controller device or an application on a smartphone or a tablet. WHMDs are a
part of a personal healthcare system, where the wearable body sensors collect different types of
data (e.g., EEG, ECG, blood pressure, etc.) and transmit them to an intermediate smartphone device [17]. An application on the smartphone performs the monitoring and analysis (either partly
or wholly), allowing the user to see some results immediately. The data are usually transferred to a
remote server for processing and analysis, and may be provided to physicians and other healthcare
providers for monitoring, feedback, or intervention.
2.1 Security and Privacy Landscape of Medical Devices
Regulatory guidance for securing medical devices around the world is still limited. For example, in
the US, the FDA is the main body for medical device certification.2 Although the FDA provides preand post-market cybersecurity review of medical devices, many studies indicated its shortcomings,
citing, among other things, a lack of minimum security controls for all devices, exemptions for low
risk medical devices, and incomplete security guidance [76]. Indeed, there are a number of reasons
securing medical devices is deemed challenging:
Persistent network connectivity: Modern medical devices are increasingly connected and
complex. They routinely transmit data over the network to other systems leveraging both wireless (e.g., WiFi, Bluetooth, Zigbee protocols) and wired mediums. This connectivity significantly
increases the potential attack surfaces. Although these devices rely on constant or regular connectivity, their design rarely incorporates assurances for secure communication. For example, many
hospitals’ internal networks are private, yet a hijacked medical device can serve as an entry to
internal e-health data and resources [46].
Legacy software and slow updates: The software in medical devices is often outdated, hence,
insecure, for, e.g., use of WinXP, which is no longer supported by Microsoft3 yet it is installed in
healthcare products such as GE’s CARESCAPE, ApexPro, and Clinical Information Center Systems
and Siemens RAPIDPoint 500 Blood Gas Analyzer and some laboratory diagnostics products [15,
16, 71]. There are also few incentives for devices manufactures to provide timely firmware updates
and patches. For example, the FDA maintains tight control over approval of any changes to device
software (including firmware), as a result, software updates to address security vulnerabilities may
only be applied after approval is obtained [27]. In medical facilities, the situation is aggravated by
staff reluctance to update devices to avoid disruptions in delivery of medical services that typically
incurs additional cost [19].
2 In

Canada, it is Health Canada, and in the European Union it is the Medical Device Directive agency that provide similar
regulatory oversight.
3 https://www.microsoft.com/en-ca/microsoft-365/windows/end-of-windows-xp-support.
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Long lifecycle: Many medical devices are expensive and, as such, their service life is long; often
reaching 10 years or more. Obtaining FDA approval can add an additional 3–7 years after design
before the medical device is even released to the market [74]. Designing any device, let alone a
medical device, that will stand up to the ever-changing cyber threat landscape of the next two
decades is challenging.
No proper security testing: Many health monitoring agencies follow FDA-defined steps and
approach medical device certification from a risk mitigation perspective. This has led to the proliferation of medical devices that are deemed to pose little risk to patient health and are, as such,
exempt from regulatory review. In reality, this leads to lack of security testing and controls embedded in these devices. A study conducted by the Ponemon Institute identified that only 9% of
manufacturers and 5% of Healthcare Device Organizations (HDOs) test medical devices at
least once a year; while 43% of manufacturers and 53% HDOs do not test devices at all [42]. As
a result, low risk medical devices that contain vulnerabilities become stepping stones, allowing
easier access to health infrastructure.
Closed and constrained nature: The closed and constrained nature of medical devices raises
issues. First, proprietary software relies on the original manufacturer to develop and review the
code, often ignoring security requirements [49]. Second, it is impractical for developers not trained
in security to implement the required security features in the product. In these scenarios, vulnerabilities are commonly addressed using compensating controls that are independent of device
firmware, but have their own limitations. Because they are unable to inspect vulnerable sessions
encrypted by proprietary protocols, this leads to incompatibility and integration issues with existing security monitoring systems.
New security testing boundaries: Traditionally, medical devices were thought to be inaccessible to outside adversaries. With the wide adoption of WHMD, the locality and physical access to
the device have drastically changed. Wearable devices now regularly come in close contact with
other people (e.g., neighbours, mass transit) and commonly cross network boundaries (e.g., home
network, office environment, coffee shops). This new reality has changed the threat landscape of
medical devices.
2.2

BLE Technology

Most newer wearable devices have adopted the Bluetooth Low Energy protocol [62]. According
to a recent report [69], the number of BLE-enabled devices on the market, worldwide, is now
almost double the number recorded in 2018. Due to this explosion in popularity, in this research,
we specifically focus on BLE enabled devices.
Bluetooth is a wireless communication technology that is known as a short range and power efficient wireless communication protocol for exchanging data, mostly between resource-constrained
devices. Since its initial application in wireless headsets in 1999, BLE has rapidly become one of the
leading IoT infrastructure technologies [12]. Figure 1 shows the BLE protocol stack architecture,
incorporating the following layers, interfaces, and profiles:
Physical Layer: Responsible for translating digital signals over the air and providing services for
the Link Layer. It uses the 2.4-GHz ISM (Industrial, Scientific, Medical) radio band for communication and divides it into 40 channels for advertising and data communication.
Link Layer: Responsible for data encryption and decryption, and is where advertising, scanning
and connection initiation happens. The Link Layer deals with channels and packet types. Out of
40 channels, 3 (RF channels 0, 12, and 39) are used for advertising (broadcast transmission, device
discovery and connection establishment) and 37 (RF channels 1–11 and 13–38) are data channels.
To reduce interference with other devices, it uses an adaptive frequency hopping mechanism, requiring both BLE devices to decide to agree to a number of specific channels.
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Fig. 1. BLE protocol stack.

Host-Controller Interface (HCI): Provides the standard interface for communication between
the host and the controller.
Generic Access Profile (GAP): Defines roles and operational/security modes and procedures.
Roles include broadcaster, observer, peripheral, and central. The broadcaster-Observer pair implements unidirectional connection-less communication with the broadcaster periodically sending
advertising packets and the observer scanning for the broadcaster and listening to advertising
packets. The peripheral-central pair establishes bidirectional connection-oriented communication.
A peripheral device (slave in link layer) advertises by broadcasting connectable advertising packets.
It is designed to consume the least power and processing possible (as are wearable devices). The
central device (the master in the link layer), such as a smartphone, manages connection(s) with
peripheral device(s).
Generic Attribute Profile (GATT): Introduces profiles to organize data as services and characteristics. Each service can include multiple characteristics and each characteristic contains properties
and values. Device Information Profile, Heart Rate Profile, Glucose Profile, and Blood Pressure
Profile are few examples of profiles defined in GATT that are relevant in this work.
Attribute Protocol (ATT): Defines the client and server roles. The server maintains a set of
attribute-value pairs and sends indication or notification messages to the client, which is allowed
to discover, read or write these attributes. The server is usually the peripheral device and the client
is typically the central device.
Security Manager Protocol: Responsible for pairing, binding, key generation and distribution.
2.2.1 BLE Security. BLE security includes five distinct security features: pairing, bonding, device authentication, encryption, and message integrity.
Pairing and Bonding: Pairing includes authenticating the identity of the two devices to be linked,
usually by sharing a key. Once authenticated, the link is encrypted, the long-term key is generated
by one of the devices and then distributed to other devices.
Device Authentication: Verifies that the peer devices have the same keys to protect against man
in the middle (MITM). It can be achieved through secure pairing methods.
Pairing Methods: The pairing procedure enables two BLE devices to establish an encryption key
(a long-term key (LTK)) for the rest of their communication. The BLE format supports both
general Bluetooth legacy pairing methods, known to be vulnerable to several attacks [64], and the
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more recent v.4.2, LE Secure Connections (SC) pairing. Importantly, the LE SC pairing method
offers protection against eavesdropping and MITM attacks [3, 4].
To establish keyed communication, the pairing process goes through several stages to exchange
and authenticate keys. Legacy pairing methods first generate a Temporary key and a Short Term
Key to derive the LTK, while SC establishes the LTK directly using Elliptical Curve DiffieHellman (ECDH) key exchange and Advanced Encryption Standard–Cipher-based Message
Authentication Code (AES-CMAC) algorithms. The pairing process can use one of the following
association models:
• Just Works: This is the simplest, and hence the least secure, pairing method that is used for
devices that have no input/output capability (which is the case for many wearable devices).
The method uses a fixed value to generate an encryption key.
• Passkey: A type of pairing where a six-digit value is provided by the peripheral device and
for pairing, the user must enter the value on the central device. Thus, for this pairing method
the device must have a I/O mechanism to display the number.
• Out Of Bound: This type of pairing uses outside channels (such as near-field communication (NFC)) to exchange values.
• Numeric comparison: association scheme is introduced specifically for LE SC pairing process. The user must confirm that two values match to finish pairing. As with the passkey
method, for numeric comparison, the device must have the capability of displaying the sixdigit number. In addition, the device must have input capabilities to confirm or reject the
pairing.
Encryption: Provides data confidentiality. BLE uses AES-CCM cryptography to encrypt data intransit between paired or bonded devices.
Message Integrity: Protects against message forgeries and replay attacks. BLE supports signing
the data with a Connection Signature Resolving Key.
Security Modes: BLE connections may operate in either Security mode 1 or 2, each containing
several security levels. The higher the level, the more secure the connection is deemed [3].
(1) Security Mode 1 is meant to provide data confidentiality through encryption using FIPScompliant algorithms (AES-CMAC [68] and ECDH [50]).
• Level 1 – The least secure method, requiring no authentication or encryption. In essence
it provides no security.
• Level 2 – Allows unauthenticated pairing with encryption, hence no MITM protection is
provided at this level.
• Level 3 – Authenticated pairing with encryption using AES-CMAC [68].
• Level 4 – (Starting BLE v.4.2) requires authenticated LE Secure Connection pairing with
encryption using AES-CMAC [68] and ECDH [50] to establish a LTK. This is currently the
most secure method.
(2) Security Mode 2 supports only data integrity by means of data signing using AES CBCMAC [68]. Because it provides no encryption, Security Mode 1, levels 3 or 4, are generally
preferred.
• Level 1 – Unauthenticated pairing with data signing
• Level 2 – Authenticated pairing with data signing
ACM Transactions on Internet Technology, Vol. 22, No. 1, Article 14. Publication date: September 2021.
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Device Address: A Bluetooth device ID is a six-byte value, displayed like FE:23:45:67:AC:DB:FE,
where the three most significant bytes indicate Organizations Unique Identifier and the last three
bytes are product specific [4].
There are four different forms that a device address can take: Public (Bluetooth device ID), Random static, Random private non-resolvable, Random private resolvable.
The public or static address of a device are publicly advertised during the discovery stage. If this
address remains the same, then the device can be easily tracked. This concern is resolved through
the use of private addresses. Both methods of generating private address (random private nonresolvable and random private resolvable) are designed to preserve the privacy of the device. The
Identity Resolution Key (IRK) generates a pseudorandom value that acts as a private device
address and can be resolved to the public device address by the IRK.
3 RELATED WORK
Since the early 2010s, the security and privacy issues of medical devices, and the entire e-health
domain, have been widely studied [14, 63, 65]. Studies in this field range from secure design practices for healthcare system architectures and methods to assess the impact of vulnerabilities on
the IoT network, to testing of individual devices and applications. Table 1 presents a comparative
overview of the existing studies in this field.
The earliest studies were mostly focused on manual testing of individual products. One of the
earliest works showing the vulnerabilities of medical devices is the seminal study by Halperin
et al. [36, 37], which introduced several successful attacks on an Implantable Cardiac Defibrillator (ICD), compromising the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the device. Similar
attacks were also later shown in insulin pumps [59], Fitbit trackers [20, 30, 60, 73], medical infusion pumps [55]. Several studies have also explored information disclosure in Bluetooth-enabled
wearable devices [39].
The proliferation of vulnerabilities in medical devices triggered increased research on the secure
design of IoT-based healthcare systems [11], secure transmission of medical data [22, 31, 56], and
general security recommendations to protect medical devices from potential attacks [10, 38, 58].
Although security by design is essential, it is only effective when implemented carefully as
designed. Consequently, a number of studies have proposed security modelling and security assessment frameworks for medical devices that range from assessment of the entire IoT network
(at the network layer) to the assessment of the devices or mobile healthcare applications [52, 54].
For example, Atamli and Martin developed a generic threat model for IoT systems to help determine where efforts should be invested to secure these systems. The model considered three
use-cases (power management, smart cars, and smart healthcare systems), and for each, defined
potential sources of threats and attack classes (device tampering, information disclosure, privacy
breach, denial of service, spoofing, elevation of privilege, signal injection, side-channel attacks) [8].
This model was theoretical and generalized to suit any IoT system, and thus did not offer practical
guidance, yet laid out a path for further research.
A more comprehensive approach to the security evaluation of IoT networks was offered by Ge
et al. The proposed graphical security framework was able to model potential attack scenarios
and analyze various defence strategies given the topology of an IoT network and a list of vulnerabilities of the individual devices [28]. Although the verification of the proposed framework
was left to future work, the practical applicability of this framework is limited to the quality and
quantity of security information available prior to the attack modelling. Our approach can be seen
as complementary to this model as it aims to automatically discover both known and unknown
vulnerabilities of individual medical devices.
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Table 1. Summary of Related Work
Reference
Secure design studies
Binu et al. [11]
Elhoseny et al. [22]
Griggs et al. [31]

Technology analyzed

LEACH key exchange protocol

—

Securing data in medical images

No device assessment

—

Blockchain-based solution for PHI data
privacy
Blockchain-based solution for PHI data
privacy

No device assessment

Radio-based attacks on ICDs
Attacks on insulin pumps

Manual device-specific attacks
Manual device-specific attacks

Sensor spoofing, injection attack on
medical infusion pump
Analog acoustic injection attacks

Manual device-specific attacks

Mobile health
applications
Mobile health
applications
HTTP, Bluetooth

Privacy analysis

No device assessment

Static & dynamic analysis of mobile
applications
Feasibility of attacks on Fitbit devices

No device assessment

Generic

Generic threat model for IoT networks

Theoretical, no practical guidance

Generic
WiFi, Bluetooth

Model potential attack scenarios &
defence strategies in IoT network
Security and privacy of health trackers

Theoretical, relies on available in
advance security information
Manual device-specific attacks

WiFi, Bluetooth

Generic testbed for IoT devices

Security assessment studies
Halperin et al. [36, 37]
Radio Frequency
Radio Frequency
Radcliffe [59]
Infrared (IR)
Park et al. [55]
Analog signals

Trippel et al. [73]
O’Loughlin et al. [52]
Papageorgiou et al. [54]
Rahman et al. [60]
Atamli and Martin [8]
Ge et al. [28]
Goyal et al. [30]
Tekeoglu and Tosun [72]
Siboni et al. [66]
Hassan et al. [39]
Hassan et al. [39]
Lonzetta et al. [48]
Haataja and Toivanen [33]
Sun et al. [70]
Cusack et al. [20]
Guo et al. [32]
Pallavi and Narayanan [53]
Ryan [64]
Sivakumaran and
Blasco [67]
Zhang et al. [78]
Yaseen et al. [77]

Shortcomings

Bluetooth

—

Pham et al. [56]

Focus

No device assessment

No device assessment

Specific to accelerometers

Device-specific attacks

WiFi, Bluetooth

No automation, preliminary
experiments with WiFi-enabled devices
Generic testbed for wearable IoT devices Lack details on testing procedure

Bluetooth

Survey of the existing threats

WiFi-based assessment
-

Bluetooth

Overview of threats

BLE is not discussed

Bluetooth

Overview of security threats

BLE is not discussed

Bluetooth

Novel MITM attacks

BLE is not discussed

Bluetooth

Vulnerabilities of Secure Simple Pairing

BLE is not discussed

BLE

Attacks on four tracking devices

Manual testing of devices

BLE

No device assessment

BLE

Detection & prevention of battery
exhaustion attack
Feasibility of spoofing, eavesdropping
and firmware reverse engineering attacks
Eavesdropping attack

BLE

Static analysis Android applications

No device assessment

BLE

Securing the communication between
devices
Anomaly-based detection of MITM
attacks

Requires modification of BLE
architecture stack
No comprehensive device assessment

BLE

BLE

Manual testing, No details on
execution of attacks
Manual testing

Contrary to these studies, several other researchers have focused on the practical implementation of security assessment frameworks. Tekeoglu and Tosun, for instance, developed a testbed to
investigate security and privacy issues of WiFi or Bluetooth enabled IoT devices [72]. The testbed
was equipped with open source security scanners and tools (e.g., Wireshark,4 Kismet,5 Kali Linux,6
4 Wireshark:

a multi-platform network protocol analyzer [18].
an open-source packet capturing and analysis tool for wireless networks [6].
6 Kali Linux: an open source Linux distribution aimed at advanced penetration testing and security auditing [51].
5 Kismet:
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OpenVAS,7 and binwalk [1]), but the work did not provide many details about the testbed design
beyond these tools. Although the stated focus of the testbed was both WiFi and Bluetooth enabled
devices, the employed tools were primarily geared toward WiFi communication, with preliminary
experiments only conducted with WiFi-enabled devices. Siboni et al. targeted wearable IoT devices [66], described design requirements that a security testbed should follow, and introduced the
high-level design of their framework. This study offered a comprehensive view of what components and interactions should be tested but lacked details on how this testing can be conducted.
A proof-of-concept prototype of the framework was again solely focused on WiFi communication
and offered some preliminary assessment of two devices in a simulated WiFi network environment.
In general, automation of the security assessment of IoT devices—and especially wearable
devices—remains a challenging problem. As with most computer devices, they are exposed to the
traditional attacks (e.g., MITM attacks, DoS), yet they rarely include internal resources to combat
these attacks. Furthermore, traditional tools and techniques designed to facilitate rapid security
assessment are not applicable to wearable devices. Our approach goes beyond what should be
tested and gives a roadmap for how wearable devices can be tested. Our framework leverages the
general guidelines offered by the PTES. Yet the key principles of security assessment offered by
the existing frameworks [8, 66, 72] align with PTES.
Whereas the vulnerabilities of WiFi-enabled IoT devices have received a some research attention, research on the security of Bluetooth and especially BLE-enabled medical devices remains
limited. A general overview of Bluetooth security threats was presented in [39, 48]. A majority
of the studies in this area have focused on the feasibility of various attacks on the Bluetooth
protocol [33, 70] and its BLE version (e.g., battery exhaustion [32], spoofing, eavesdropping and
firmware reverse engineering [53], eavesdropping [64], and unauthorized access to data stored
on the phone [67]). Several studies have looked at the detection and prevention of BLE attacks
through customized solutions [77], and securing the communication protocol [78]. All these solutions, however, are fragmented efforts to explore the security state of BLE-enabled devices. A
more holistic approach to the vulnerability assessment of wearable devices was proposed by Hale
et al. [34, 35]. SecuWear is a software and hardware vulnerability testing and risk mitigation platform built using open source technologies. This is one of the most comprehensive attempts to offer
a testing environment, yet the framework was designed to simulate the capabilities of BLE-enabled
wearable technology through one hardware module. As such it can primarily serve as a generic research platform rather than a practical assessment framework for various individual BLE-enabled
devices. Conversely, here, we strive to offer a plug-and-play assessment framework applicable for
testing the security of individual devices.
4 AUTOMATED SECURITY ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK
The security assessment methodology for BLE devices proposed in this work is based on the
PTES [2], whose guidelines define procedures to follow during penetration testing. These guidelines are comprehensive and introduce numerous instructions and tools for testing web applications and IPv4-based communication. Yet, they provide limited support for Bluetooth devices and
applications. We therefore take PTES guidelines as a basis and adopt it to provide a comprehensive
security assessment of wearable BLE health monitoring devices. The original PTES guidelines incorporate the following core stages: Pre-engagement Interactions, Intelligence Gathering, Threat
Modeling, Vulnerability Analysis, Exploitation, Post Exploitation, and Reporting. We exclude from
our analysis Pre-engagement Interactions and Reporting stages, which deal with customer engagement and communication of testing results, respectively, and the Post Exploitation stage, which
7 OpenVAS:

a vulnerability scanning and management framework [7].
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is primarily focused on adversarial behavior on compromised devices. Our proposed framework
therefore incorporates the following stages.
Stage 1: Information Gathering. A security assessment framework should be able to identify
assets, how they interact, and the overall system workflow. The following assets and information
are required for a general wearable device security analysis:
• Wearable Device Specifications: Wearable devices are usually proprietary devices with closedsource software (or firmware) and no (or the least possible) information available about the
hardware and structure of the device. Thus, gaining access to the physical device is required
to perform the assessment. Other device specification requirements include: system-onchip (SoC) or microcontroller unit, operating system type and version (open-source or proprietary), memory and storage (internal or external), and communication channel (Bluetooth,
Wi-Fi, USB or propriety protocol).
• Companion Application Specifications: The application source code of a wearable device is
usually not accessible. Thus, the application is therefore required to interact with the device
and make the system work. Specifications about supported operating system(s) and storage
access are essential as well.
• Functional Specifications: Documentation and demonstration of how the whole system works
is required to identify abnormal behaviour and responses from the system.
• General System Configuration: If there is a specific environmental condition required for the
device to work or a specific system configuration is required, then this should be provided.
Stage 2: Threat Modelling. Traditionally, the computer security literature defines adversaries
based on their capabilities. For example, adversaries can be passive or active. Passive attackers
silently eavesdrop on signals transmitted or received by a device. Conversely, Active attackers
may additionally interfere with legitimate communications and initiate malicious data transfer.
Consequently, they may modify, steal, spoof, destroy or replay device data, thus compromising
the integrity of device operations, leading to an invasion of patient’s privacy, and/or preventing
legitimate actions.
With respect to the target device, an adversary can take on either internal role (e.g., manufacturer, patient, or physician who has access to re-program a device), or external (e.g., neighbour,
relative, a stranger on mass transit). Since wearable medical devices regularly cross network boundaries (e.g., home network, office environment, coffee shops), devices previously thought to be inaccessible to outside adversaries, are now open to third-party entities who would not otherwise
be authorized to access them.
Our assessment framework assumes the presence of an active adversary with external (illegitimate) access to the device. Nevertheless, we explore attacks that require both passive or active
roles. An adversary is assumed to have a basic knowledge of the BLE protocol and mobile applications. In our analysis, we primarily focus on attacks targeting data and on system confidentiality
(patient privacy) and integrity.
Confidentiality attacks, such as eavesdropping on a communication channel or extracting application logs from mobile device (passive traffic logs), could reveal (1) the presence of a device and
its type, which indirectly indicates the existence of a certain type of medical condition or therapy of the wearer patient (e.g., wearable glucose monitor), (2) vulnerabilities of the devices that
can lead to further attacks, and, finally, (3) sensitive information such as medical information (e.g.,
heart rate, glucose level) and information required for authentication and access to the device (e.g.,
device pin).
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Attacks on the integrity of devices and data are more sophisticated than eavesdropping and
include modifying or forging communication (data replay, data tampering, data fuzzing, MITM).
This can lead to (1) transmitting erroneous device configuration parameters, (2) gaining access
to device and modifying therapy settings, or (3) mimicking the medical device and sending false
data on behalf of the patient.
The proposed framework also incorporates attacks on application and device availability known
as denial-of-service attacks (e.g., denying application access to a device, making device and application unusable, crashing the device application), but these attacks can be easily detected and
mitigated by the patient, and thus their impact is limited.
The primary focus of the security assessments enabled by our framework are the software aspects of wearable medical devices. A remote server is considered to be a part of a larger digital
health ecosystem, and thus do not considered in this work. Similarly, hardware components that
are vulnerable to physical alterations of the device (e.g., circuit-level attacks) and embedded sensors are beyond the scope of the assessment. The following attack surfaces are therefore considered
in this work:
• Communication channel (in this work BLE): Threats relevant to passive eavesdropping and
active tampering with information transfer. In our analysis we consider the following threats:
data eavesdropping, data tampering, replay, spoofing, and communication forging.
• Software: These are primarily threats related to code vulnerabilities in software and firmware,
and overall lack of code protection that might lead to reverse engineering of software. In
the security assessment of wearable devices, the framework should support static analysis
of mobile application source or binary code, and device firmware at the source and binary
code level.
• Data: Wearable devices typically collect and transfer user data between a device and mobile application, to be stored (at least temporarily) on the mobile device. Analysis should
therefore incorporate examination of both stored and in-transit data. Data analysis should
be able to confirm data privacy by investigating data encryption of both private user/patient
information registered in the mobile app (including username and password) and health data
captured by the monitoring device and transmitted to the mobile application.
Stage 3: Vulnerability Analysis. This analysis is focused on identifying any weaknesses or
misconfigurations that can be leveraged during the exploitation stage. Identifying known vulnerabilities and testing for those not yet publicly known in any constituent part of a component is a critical factor in security assessment and the framework should be able to discover
them.
Stage 4: Exploitation. The security assessment framework should be able to support different
security tests to assess the level of security from different aspects. Test scenarios should address
different threats and the impacts on the target component.
The proposed framework’s design maps directly to these PTES guideline stages. The following section offers technical details for each of these stages and describes techniques that can be
employed in a BLE environment.
5 FRAMEWORK DESIGN
The proposed framework is logically divided into two parts: information gathering and targeted
testing. Figure 2 illustrates the framework design. The information collection module that
corresponds to the PTES information gathering stage is responsible for identifying the device and
extracting specific information that is then leveraged for vulnerability scanning (vulnerability
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Fig. 2. Framework architecture.

analysis stage). The collected information serves as a foundation for the security assessment
conducted by the analysis module, corresponding to the exploitation stage of PTES guidelines.
5.1

Information Collection

5.1.1 Fingerprinting. The fingerprinting module aims to identify the type of device under test,
and to collect device specific technical information. The information is gathered from the device
itself and external Bluetooth product listing, which contains information about all registered Bluetooth devices.8 The product listing contains devices that completed the Bluetooth Qualification Process, the process that is required for all devices that use any of the Bluetooth trademarks. Generally,
this process ensures that implementation of the Bluetooth technology meets Bluetooth qualification but does not focus on security [9]. Logically, the fingerprinting process is organized in three
steps:
Step 1: Discovery. This component investigates the detectability of the target device. Due to characteristics of the protocol communication, BLE devices in advertising mode are visible at this stage,
i.e., the devices that are in the communication range, not in sleep mode, and are not connected to
another device (so they are possibly available for a connection request). The discovery component
searches for nearby BLE devices and attempts to identify them by their MAC address.
Step 2: Scanning. All discovered devices (or rather MAC addresses) are scanned to obtain services
and characteristics by performing service discovery requests to the device.
The list of all possible GATT services that can be provided by the devices is defined by the Bluetooth specifications.9 The individual device vendors are, however, only required to implement
some of the services that provide essential information about the device, such as the device name,
while other information (e.g., manufacturer name or device model number) is optional. The information about service UUID, characteristics, values, permissions, and device information or battery
8 https://launchstudio.bluetooth.com/Listings/Search.
9 https://www.bluetooth.com/specifications/gatt/services/.
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Table 2. Vulnerability Scanning Details for TrackR Bravo Device

CVE ID: CVE-2016-6541
CVSS: 5.8
Impact: {integrity: partial, availability: partial, confidentiality: partial}
Access: {authentication: none, vector: adjacent_network, complexity: low}
CWE: 200 - Information Exposure - Likelihood: none
vulnerable configuration:
[’cpe:2.3:o:thetrackr:trackr_bravo_firmware:*:*:*:*:*:android:*:*’,
’cpe:2.3:o:thetrackr:trackr_bravo_firmware:*:*:*:*:*:iphone_os:*:*’]
Last Modified: 2019-10-09 23:19:00
Summary: TrackR Bravo device allows unauthenticated pairing, which enables unauthenticated connected applications to write to various device attributes. Updated apps, version
5.1.6 for iOS and 2.2.5 for Android, have been released by the vendor to address the vulnerabilities in CVE-2016-6538, CVE-2016-6539, CVE-2016-6540 and CVE-2016-6541.
services are examples of more generic, and thus optional, services that vendors may or may not
provide. The scanning stage aims to discover which services are implemented in a tested device
to guide the following security assessment.
Step 3: Search. Since the information provided by the vendor might not be comprehensive, we
leverage the Bluetooth product-listing. This product-listing necessarily includes manufacturer
name, device serial number, hardware/firmware/software revision and the product’s referenced
qualified design that are later used in vulnerability scanning.
5.1.2 Vulnerability Scanner. Based on the device specifications extracted by the fingerprinting module, the vulnerability scanner searches for known vulnerabilities and weaknesses in the
software or hardware of the device as reported by the CVE, National Vulnerability Database
(NVD), and Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) databases. For each of the vulnerabilities
found, we extract a CVSS Score that indicates the severity of the vulnerability, its corresponding
impact and required access, a Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) configuration that indicates known software configurations affected by this vulnerability, and summary information that
contains further vulnerability details.
As an example, consider a result of a vulnerability analysis conducted on a small tracker device
(TrackR bravo) that can be attached to any item, such as car keys to help the owner find this item,
when lost. Table 2 shows the details of this device and the device’s corresponding vulnerabilities.
5.2

Analysis Environment

The security testing and corresponding analysis are performed in the Analysis Environment. This
process is logically broken into several components: network traffic analysis, execution of known
attacks, and fuzzing to discover unknown vulnerabilities.
5.2.1 Network Traffic Analysis. This component monitors and extracts the traffic between the
medical device and mobile application, or between connected end devices. The traffic includes the
advertising data as well as the data from data channels (e.g., read, write, notification and commandresponse data). There are two approaches to accessing the traffic between devices: passive and
active capturing.
Passive capturing takes advantage of a smartphone’s developers options that enable the capture
and storage of Bluetooth traffic in logs on internal phone memory. For the Android platform,
capturing is accomplished by enabling the Bluetooth HCI Snoop log, and log files are accessed
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using the Android Debug Bridge tool. For the iOS platform, Apple provides Bluetooth profiles
that, when installed, allow users to store logs as system diagnostic files.10 It should be noted that
passive traffic capturing requires user interaction for dumping the logs and feeding them into the
framework for analysis.
Active capturing is essentially an eavesdropping attack (performed as part of a man-in-the-middle
attack) that listens to and captures the traffic while the device and the corresponding application
are interacting with each other.
5.2.2 Attack Module. Vulnerability scanning is based on official CVEs released for a component
that is used in the target device, given the device’s specific platform and configuration. The list of
vulnerabilities is not exhaustive. As such, we also explored a device’s vulnerability by examining
its response to known attacks. The attack types were adopted to investigate the security of the
device against the threats defined in our threat model.
In the following sections, we briefly explain the execution process of these adopted attack types.
Firmware code and data protection. We use Shannon’s entropy [75] to inspect the device’s
firmware binary and sensor’s data stream to check whether it is encrypted (or compressed) or
not. The entropy value represents the randomness of a sequence of bytes in a file. If the entropy
is high, then the file or a stream of data is deemed to be encrypted (or compressed), whereas if it
is low, then the file/data are likely to be unencrypted (uncompressed). Entropy E is calculated for
the file or stream of data for data blocks of size 1,024 bytes following the formula:

P (x ) ∗ loд P (x ),
E=−
x

whereas P (x ) is given as a probability of byte x appearing in the block of 1,024 bytes.
Spoofing. BLE devices broadcast advertising packets (which contain device address and advertised services) on an advertising channel. Spoofing the device is done by copying the advertising
packet—so as to clone the device—and broadcasting it from a BLE transmitter/receiver device, on
behalf of the target device. The companion application on the smartphone (or more accurately
any BLE scanner device) receives spoofed device advertising packets and, if successful, sends connection initiation to the spoofed device. Therefore, to be successful a clone device should increase
frequency of advertising packets to dominate the channel and force an original application to establish a connection with a clone device instead of the original tested device.
Eavesdropping. The framework collects the device address and other advertising information by
listening on the advertising channel. If the spoofing is successful, then the emulated application
initiates interaction with the original device capturing the exchanged traffic.
Replay. If eavesdropping and spoofing are successful, then we perform replay attacks on the
device and on the application. For replaying to the application, we trick the mobile application into
connecting to the spoofed device, and from the spoofed device (peripheral) we send previously
captured “data” packets to read and notify commands. For replaying to the device, we connect
to the device as the central device (counterfeiting the mobile application) and send previously
captured “command” packets from the application to the device.
Tampering. Tampering with data is done on both advertising and data packets. Tampering differs
depending on the services that the vendor decided to include in the advertising data. For example,
the firmware revision string value (from Device Information Service) can be modified to force the
10 The

profile is only supported by iOS 13 and higher versions [5].
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Fig. 3. Device fuzz testing flowchart.

device to request a firmware update. This could result in the mobile application sending a patch for
a higher version of the firmware, enabling a downgrade attack. During the process of this over-theair update, it is possible to obtain the device binary, to which there was no prior access. Similarly,
manipulating battery level data (e.g., increasing it to a higher value) can lead the device to believe
it has more power than it does, which could consequently result in an unexpected shut-off and
lead to patient injury (e.g., in the case of a cardiac pacemaker).
Man-in-The-Middle. Spoofing the device allows us to perform a MITM attack. Since the target
device accepts connection requests coming from any peer device, only the connection between the
smartphone application and the forged device is needed to perform a MITM attack. In this work,
we used the Gattacker tool to accomplish this attack. The central and peripheral devices (fake
mobile application and forged device) and the web-socket to link them are provided by the tool.
Advertising was started on behalf of the original wearable device; when the user connects to the
forged device, a connection is then made from the central system to the original target device. As a
result, all traffic goes through the established link; allowing it to receive all data from the wearable
device, to manipulate it, and to then forward it to the application. For this attack, it is desired
that the device and application remain functional (neither app nor the device should crash in this
attack) and so only the payload of the data packets are modified, corresponding to read or notify
commands with valid data. MITM attacks are an essential stepping stone for many other attacks,
thus if the device is susceptible to MITM, then its security should immediately be questioned.
5.2.3 Fuzzing. As a final step, the device undergoes fuzzing. Fuzz testing is a software engineering technique initially developed for input validation. Over time, the approach was adopted
in security research for automatic vulnerability analysis. In essence, feeding a device crafted malformed inputs and monitoring how the target device responds allows us to discover unreported
vulnerabilities. The quality of the fuzzing depends on how much is known about the devices and
its components (e.g., application, communication channel). This amount of information allows us
to advance from simplistic dumb fuzzing that generates and applies inputs regardless of input and
code semantics, to smart fuzzing that produces inputs based on an understanding of the code, its
functionality, and context.
Here, we leverage the obtained background information about BLE communication and device
sensors and use a mutation technique to generate fuzzed inputs. For example, captured traffic that
carries device sensor data is extracted and processed to identify common patterns (e.g., common
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Fig. 4. Experimental setup.

groups of bytes by length, and common sequences of bits that appear in every byte array with the
same length).
Figure 3 represents a decision flowchart of how testing proceeds based on the obtained knowledge of the system and the accessible sources from each component.
6 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental setup of the proposed framework is illustrated in Figure 4. It is comprised of
the devices to be tested, an Information collection unit, an Attack execution module, and a Mobile
application. The framework relies on some human intervention as the initial step requires an installation of mobile applications on a phone environment. The information collection unit is set
up on a Ubuntu-based machine with the BLE sensor available. This unit comprises various scripts
implemented using the BLEsuite Python package. The Discover Devices script scans visible Bluetooth devices and records all discovered addresses. The Device Scanner script then identifies the
device manufacturer names, services, descriptors and the characteristics of the discovered BLE devices, and requests that these devices be checked in the Bluetooth product-listing database through
its web API.
We adopted the CVESearch Python tool, a wrapper around Circl cve-search web API,11 to search
publicly known information about security vulnerabilities in software and firmware through the
following repositories:
•
•
•
•
•

NIST NVD,
CPE,
CWE,
CIRCL incident statistics and threat ranking,
toolswatch/vFeed

The Attack execution module includes a clone representation of the device (the fake device) that
is established using information gathered by the collection unit, and an emulation of its application
(the fake application). Following GAP role naming standards, we refer to a clone representation of
the device as a peripheral device and the emulation of its application as a central device.
The presence of the clone device and an emulation of the application, apart from the originals,
are necessitated by the nature of the security assessment. The original application on the smart11 https://cve.circl.lu/api/.
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phone does not discover and/or make connection to any device other than the one(s) statically
defined in the application code. The clone representation of the tested device therefore mimics the
original device, allowing us to modify commands and communicate altered data to the legitimate
application. The emulated version of the application permits us to deceive an original device and
to send it forged commands. This includes arbitrary commands that a normal user may not have
permissions to send through the true application interface.
The peripheral and central devices were implemented on a Raspberry PI model 3 B+ platform
due to its portability. They were both built on Linux OS and support Bluetooth 4.2. Although,
theoretically, both the peripheral and central roles could have been implemented on one physical
device (with two Bluetooth dongles), the switch between roles would require a restart of Bluetooth
services whose delay would be unsuitable for real-time capturing. The traffic capture, attacks and
fuzz testing were implemented using the modified Gattacker tool [44].
The entire proposed security assessment framework was implemented as a stand alone tool and
is publicly available for others to use at https://github.com/thecyberlab/safemed.
For validation we selected three Bluetooth-based wearable health monitoring devices. Since our
framework targets assessment of individual devices, we selected commercially available devices
that presumably underwent necessary certification and testing activities before being released to
the market. Since most wearable devices lack input/output capabilities, we selected devices that
implement just works pairing method. This is the least secure method developed for BLE devices,
as such additional security measures are expected to be provided by the vendors.
The framework was validated by testing the following devices: a heart rate monitoring device
that provides visualization of recorded ECG signals to assist identifying abnormal heart rhythm
(DuoEK personal ECG tracker), a smart personal fitness tracker for general daily activity monitoring
(Purifit B521A smartband), and a smart garment for muscle activity monitoring during workouts
(Athos Smart Apparel). All of these devices share the data collected with the user through a mobile application and use Bluetooth connectivity. Two of them require authentication and store the
user’s personal information on the smartphone and on the cloud.
7

ASSESSMENT RESULTS

A summary of the security assessment for all devices is given in Table 5.
7.1

Athos Smart Apparel

Athos is a smart wearable system that integrates surface electromyography (sEMG) electrodes
into the athletic apparel. The product consists of a garment (a shirt and shorts) in which a layer of
sensors is embedded, and a small device (called the “core”) that snaps into the garment to transmit
the biosignal data read by the sensors in near real time to a mobile application. The mobile application displays which muscles are firing and how much they are being exerted. It supports iOS
versions 12.4 and higher. The sensors are comprised of 18 sEMG sensors, 10 in the shirt and 8 in
the shorts, and 4 heart rate sensors in the shirt. Our fingerprinting further showed that the device
has an nRF51x22_QF built-in chip with BLE version 4.1.
Fingerprinting: The device provides device discovery service, thus scanning the device address,
our framework collected device name, services, characteristics, and properties. Table 3 shows the
information about the Athos device that is registered in the Bluetooth product listing. The GATT
services implemented on the device are shown in Table 5.
Vulnerability Scanning: The scan revealed no publicly reported vulnerabilities for this device,
which is not entirely unexpected as the device firmware is close sourced.
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Table 3. Athos Apparel Information Extracted from Bluetooth Product Listing

Company Name
Marketing Name
Device Model
Referenced Qualified Design Company
Model Number
Date

MAD Apparel, Inc.
Athos Core
A100
Nordic Semiconductor ASA
nRF51 × 22_QF with updated S × 10 stack
2017-10-17 17:35:00

Fig. 5. Entropy of Athos firmware binary and data stream.

...
2019.10.16 15:30:59.572 | > R | 180 f ( Battery Service ) | 2 a19 ( Battery Level ) | 40 (@)
2019.10.16 15:30:59.676 | > R | 180 a ( Device Information ) | 2 a25 ( Serial Number String ) | 4143323533383230304 e5a ( AC2538200NZ )
2019.10.16 15:30:59.752 | > R | 180 a ( Device Information ) | 2 a26 ( Firmware Revision String ) | 424 c452076302e392e39 ( BLE v0.9.9 )
2019.10.16 15:30:59.811 | > R | 180 a ( Device Information ) | 2 a28 ( Software Revision String ) | 4453502076302 e382e31 ( DSP v0.8.1 )
2019.10.16 15:31:00.878 | > R | 1800 ( Generic Access ) | 2 a00 ( Device Name ) | 4174686 f7320436f7265 ( Athos Core )
2019.10.16 15:31:13.045 | < C | 4 e137a00c29d436f8190733fc4b08abc | 4 e137a01c29d436f8190733fc4b08abc | 73 (s)
2019.10.16 15:31:13.765 | > N | 4 e137a00c29d436f8190733fc4b08abc | 4 e137a01c29d436f8190733fc4b08abc | 0014140
d009a00be007e007e009600eb00c700c3 (
~ ~
)
...

Listing 1. Athos Captured Traffic.

Attack Execution
• Passive traffic logs: The mobile application requires a user to create profile and authenticate themselves when accessing application, yet log files are stored in clear text.
• Firmware code and data protection: The Entropy of the firmware binary file was close
to 1.00, allowing the framework to infer that the binary file is encrypted. However, the entropy of the sensors’ data stream is around 0.4 on average, which is interpreted as being
unencrypted. Figure 5 shows the entropy graphs for the firmware binary and sensor’s data.
• Spoofing: The advertising packets were captured and rebroadcasted successfully, initiating
a connection setup between an original device and an application and their fake representations in the framework.
• Eavesdropping: Once the system was set up, interaction with the garment as a normal user,
began. The implemented commands available in the application were connection, disconnection, find core, calibration, workout start, pause, stop. For each command, emulated applicaACM Transactions on Internet Technology, Vol. 22, No. 1, Article 14. Publication date: September 2021.
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tion sent the requests to the core, and responses were sent back from the core to the emulated
application, this essentially in initiated a simulated ‘workout’ that lasted for a few minutes.
• Replay: Since eavesdropping and spoofing were successful, the replay attack was carried
out with (1) randomly chosen static data and (2) the data from the previous session. Listing 1
shows an excerpt of the captured traffic that was used in the replay attacks.
In both cases, the replay attack was successful. It was determined that, once changed, the
application could no longer show an actual data and displayed the replayed data instead.
A replay attack was also performed on the device with write commands being successfully
sent on behalf of the app to the device. Since Athos only collects and forwards data from sensors, and there are no actuators on the device (such as inflation actuators for blood pressure
monitoring devices), there were no critical implications of this attack for this device.
• Tampering: Data tampering was conducted by changing the value of the Software Revision
String attribute from the Device Information Service. This change forced the original
application to request the update for the tested device. The update binary was sent from
the original application to the peripheral (clone) device, and was then transferred to the
emulated application through the web socket to the true Athos device. Consequently, we
were able to capture an updated binary while the device was forcefully updated. Thus, the
tampering attack was deemed successful.
The battery level value was also successfully changed, causing the application to persistently
display the false static values sent by the attack conductor. For this particular application,
the implications of such an attack are not critical to the user’s safety, but it could shorten
the life of the product or interfere with the device and research or training results. Listings 2
and 3 demonstrate the altered Battery Level and Software Revision String values.
• MITM: Following spoofing of the original application and device, the framework was able
to perform data replay and manipulation (tampering). After the data tampering attack, the
device and application continued to function and, as a result, a MITM attack on the Athos
suit was successful.
{
" uuid " : " 180 f " ,
" name " : " B a t t e r y S e r v i c e " ,
" characteristics " : [
{
" uuid " : " 2a19 " ,
" name " : " B a t t e r y L e v e l " ,
" properties " : [
" read " ,
" notify "
],
" descriptors " : [
{
" handle " : 15 ,
" uuid " : " 2902 " ,
" value " : " "
}
],
" hooks " : {
" staticValue " : " 64 "
}
}
]},

Listing 2. Battery Level Tampering.

{
" uuid " : " 180a " ,
" name " : " D e v i c e I n f o r m a t i o n " ,
{
" uuid " : " 2a28 " ,
" name " : " S o f t w a r e R e v i s i o n
String " ,
" properties " : [
" read "
],
" a s c i i V a l u e " : " DSP v 0 . 8 . 0 " ,
" hooks " : {
" staticValue " : " 44535020
76302e382e30 "
}
}
}

Listing 3. Downgraded version of Software
Revision information.

• Fuzzing: From the data patterns found during data analysis, the indices of bytes in the
input were obtained and available for mutation. To perform fuzzing, the proposed framework
replaced fixed values with special case values (0, 1, F) and random values generated by a
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Table 4. Athos Device Information

Company Name
Marketing Name
Device Model
Referenced Qualified Design Company
Model Number
Date

MAD Apparel, Inc.
Athos Core
A100
Nordic Semiconductor ASA
nRF51 × 22_QF with updated S × 10 stack
2017-10-17 17:35:00

random generator. Sending these fuzzed data to the application resulted in the application
crashing and failing to function normally consequently resulting in a denial of service.
Summary. The device is registered in the Bluetooth product listing, which provided basic information about the device (Table 4). Although no known vulnerabilities were reported for this device,
the results of the proposed framework showed that it is vulnerable against a number of adopted
attacks.
7.2 Smart Fitness Tracker
The Purifit B521A smartband is a fitness tracker that, among other features, monitors sleep quality
and heart rate. It contains built-in sensors for these functions, a Nordic52832 SoC, and Bluetooth
4.0 for connectivity, and supports both Android (version 4.4 and higher) and iOS (version 8.0 and
higher). The tracker interacts with the Purifit mobile application to synchronize data between the
device and the application and displays monitored data to the user.
Fingerprinting: The device does not appear in a search result of the Bluetooth product listings,
which means the Bluetooth Qualification Process has not been completed for this device. The GATT
services implemented on the device are shown in Table 5. In addition to standard service, the device
provides two vendor-specific proprietary services about device and battery information.
Vulnerability Scanning: As with the Athos suit, no officially reported vulnerabilities were found
for this device or the built-in software components.
Attack Execution:
• Passive traffic logs: The mobile application requires a user to create a profile and authenticate themselves before accessing the application. The log files are stored in clear text and
easily accessible.
• Firmware code and data protection: The entropy analysis yielded a high value for the
firmware binary file (0.75) suggesting that the binary is encrypted (or compressed). The data
stream entropy is lower (0.4) indicating that data stream is not encrypted. Figure 7 shows
the entropy graph for the Purifit firmware binary and sensor data.
• Spoofing: As in the previous case, the framework successfully initiated connections between the original device and the emulated application, and between the clone device and
the original application.
• Eavesdropping: Although proprietary services were embedded within the device, the
device was communicating in clear-text, allowing our framework to acquire usable
information.
• Replay: It was possible to replay data previously recorded during transfer of the sensor
data to the application. In response, the application displayed only this replayed workout
data as if it were new. Surprisingly, it was also possible to send replayed data back to the
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Fig. 6. Tampered values.

tracker, which successfully replaced the current data on the tracker itself with the replayed
(previous session) data. In this case, if the previous data had not yet been synchronized with
the application, then it would have been permanently lost.
• Tampering: This device does not receive firmware version information from a public
GATT service, however, since the data are in clear-text, it was identified that the application
requests the firmware version by sending a command including the text “BT+VER” to the
device. The device responds with the message “BT+VER:122.043.018,” which indicates the
firmware version and manufacturing code. It was found, however, that altering the value
of the version does not trigger an update procedure. This suggests that either the device
uses a channel other than Bluetooth to transfer the update or that it may have no update
procedure at all.
To indicate battery level, the device sends “AT+BATT:val,” where val shows the battery
percentage. Thus, by changing this value, the application could be easily tricked to show
a false battery level. Again, although tampering with the battery level for this device may
not be a safety hazard, it could compromise the utility and lifespan of the device. To send
other monitored data (pace data and heart rate), the device uses a specific message format in
clear-text. Thus, it was intuitive to tamper with the workout data and heart rate by simply
replacing the integer value assigned to “AT+HEART” and “AT+PACE” in the corresponding
packets. Figure 6 shows the results of tampering with these values on the application.
In addition to sensor data, the device also has the capability to send command messages
to the phone to take photo and find phone. Thus, as long as the camera was open on
the phone, it was possible to request a phone to silently take pictures. The photos are
stored on the smartphone’s storage and are not immediately sent to the cloud, which is
an appropriate privacy preserving measure. Yet this capability can be easily leveraged
by malicious applications installed on the phone to collect and transfer pictures to a
third party.
These two features are easily exploited to create a more noticeable denial-of-service
attack. Sending commands to take a significant number of pictures on behalf of a tested
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Fig. 7. Entropy of Purify tracker firmware binary file and data stream.

device could fill the phone’s memory and thus prevent it from functioning. Similarly,
sending the find phone request from an original application results in the smartphone
producing a beep sound. Several commands sent in a short period of time could be used to
distract the user or other people and effectively force them to disable the device.
• MITM: Both data replay and data tampering were conducted without interrupting normal
device operations; as such MITM attack was deemed to be successful.
• Fuzzing: It was found that sending fuzzed input to the application increased the time it
took for the application to synchronize the data. The application accepted some fuzzed
data (for example, it accepted the device serial number and user profile configurations as
sensor data), which suggests that it does not validate the input data before displaying it.
Nevertheless, the application was able to handle the data fuzzing attempts without crashing
and, as such, the fuzzing did not result in denial-of-service attack. It is possible that more
rigorous fuzzing attempts, however, could still break the application.
Summary. The Purifit device is not registered in the Bluetooth product listings and no device information is revealed about the advertising data. Although there are no reported vulnerabilities
for this device or application, the proposed framework found that the device is vulnerable to most
attacks.
7.3 ECG Tracker
The DuoEK personal ECG tracker is a small device with two electrodes that record ECG signals
to identify irregular heart beats (a symptom of various heart problems). The device contains
built-in memory, a rechargeable battery, and Bluetooth 4.0 technology and supports both Android
(version 5.0 and higher) and iOS (version 9.0 and higher). The companion application, ViHealth,
is responsible for logging and visualizing data received from the device.
Fingerprinting: The device provides a number of standard Bluetooth services including the heart
rate service to measure heart rate and a battery service to read the battery level (Table 5). Additionally, the analysis revealed that the device uses a proprietary Nordic Semiconductor SoC and
firmware that provides a proprietary device firmware update (DFU) service that performs a
typical firmware update on an nRF5 device.
The device does not appear in a search result of the Bluetooth product listing, which means the
Bluetooth Qualification Process has not been completed for the DuoEK ECG Tracker.
Vulnerability Scanning: As with the previous devices, the vulnerability scanner did not find any
published vulnerabilities for this device or its built-in software components.
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Attack Execution
• Passive traffic logs: The mobile application does not provide any authentication and, similarly to the other devices, the log files are stored on the phone in clear text.
• Firmware code and data protection: Because the device uses a proprietary DFU service
for firmware updates, we were unable to access the device binary. The analysis of the ECG
data stream showed that transferred traffic has rather low entropy (around 0.4) and is, therefore, likely unencrypted. Figure 9 shows the entropy graph for a one minute sample of ECG
data from the DuoEK device.
• Spoofing: The ECG tracker was successfully spoofed.
• Eavesdropping: The framework was able to successfully monitor and capture traffic between the device and application. In spite of lack of encryption, parsing transferred data
was not straightforward. Additional analysis showed that the tracker embedded a dynamic
timestamp value in the communication, which made interpretation of the data representation less clear, and requiring additional steps to translate and manipulate the data.
• Replay: We were able to capture heart rate data. Replay attacks, however, were not successful on the device. Since traffic representation was not clear, automatic execution of a replay
attack was not feasible.
• Tampering: The device did not expose the device version information through public services. It did, however, provided battery level information under Battery Service and granted
access to tamper with this value. When doing so, it was possible to make the mobile application view the device’s battery as fully charged, regardless of its actual status. The tracker has
no on-board IO capabilities such as displays to show the legitimate value, therefore, the user
would never know the actual state of the battery on the device. This could cause problems
in a scenario when the user or the patient is in a serious condition and no warning could be
given that the ECG tracker battery is dead.
• MITM: Data tampering, although not possible for all services, was successfully executed for
the battery level service. Hence, the device should be considered vulnerable to MITM attack.
• Fuzzing: The application normally represents ECG data by illustrating a graph of incoming
data as shown in Figure 8(a). Fuzzing the data breaks the normal representation of data that is
defined by the application, rendering the application unable to read and display it, as shown
in Figure 8(b). Nevertheless, because the device includes built-in storage, the original record
is restored and is re-synchronized in the log history on the application each time the device
is connected.
Summary. No records of the DuoEK ECG tracker were found in the Bluetooth product listing,
which means that this device had not passed the Bluetooth SIG standard qualification tests. There
were also no reported vulnerabilities for this device, the built-in SoC, or the mobile application.
Unlike the previous devices, the DuoEK was more resilient to the attacks attempted as part of the
proposed framework.
8 DISCUSSION
The comprehensive security evaluation of any device is a challenging task. The sources difficulties
range from the proprietary nature of the protocols and undisclosed device configurations, to a
simple lack of access to the devices. These significantly limit the ability of researchers to properly
analyze the exposure of devices to security threats, and consequently, provide assurances of device
security. Many of these concerns have been raised by the security community, emphasizing the
fact that obscuring details about software and hardware components alone is insufficient to secure
these devices [63, 76]. Nevertheless, medical devices are commonly perceived as “black boxes” even
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Fig. 8. ECG signals.

Fig. 9. Entropy of DuoEK ECG data.

if some information about their security weaknesses (e.g., via CVE, CVSS) is known. As such, our
proposed framework aims to provide a pseudo black box-style security assessment of wearable
health monitoring devices. That is, it requires no specific information to be known about the device
ahead of time.
The framework is designed to follow a testing roadmap, collect the necessary information, and
execute attack scenarios with minimal human intervention. The framework was designed to minimize the amount of human intervention, yet like in other research, the testing requires a manual
installation of mobile applications and the necessary adaptations to connect health monitoring
device. Some attack testing operations might also require human involvement. For example, this
happens in cases when the framework discovers vulnerabilities in a process of fuzzing, and we
need to further analyze logs to understand the device flaws and how an attack scenario that can
be embedded into the framework to be handled automatically.
Our experimental results support several points for consideration by the community:
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Table 5. Summary of Devices’ Security Assessment

Activity
Information collection
Bluetooth product listings
Fingerprinting
Public GATT services:
Device Information
service
Battery service
Heart rate service

Athos Smart Apparel
Registered

Network traffic analysis
Passive traffic logs
Mobile app authentication
Attacks
Firmware code protection
source code
binary code
Data encryption

Spoofing
Eavesdropping (Active
traffic capture )
Replay

Tampering

Not registered

Manufacturer Name
Serial Number
Firmware Revision
Software Revision
Battery level

Proprietary GATT services:

Vulnerabilities scan

Purifit B521A smartband

DuoEK ECG tracker
Not registered

Manufacturer Name

Battery level
Heart Rate Measurement
Body Sensor Location
Device firmware update

No publicly listed
vulnerabilities

Firmware Revision
Manufacturer code
Battery level
Heart Rate Measurement
Pace Rate Measurement
No publicly listed
vulnerabilities

No publicly listed
vulnerabilities

Available
Required

Available
Required

Available
No authentication

Not available
Encrypted
Not encrypted

Not available
Encrypted
Not encrypted

Successful
Successful

Successful
Successful

Not available
No access
Not encrypted (yet dynamic
values are added for
protection)
Successful
Successful

Successful - Replayed
previously captured traffic
(command and data) to
device and application.
Successful - Tampered
device information (battery
level and software revision
string).

Successful - Replayed
previously captured traffic
(command and data) to
device and application.
Successful - Tampered
device information
(firmware revision, battery
level, heart and pace rate
data).
Successful
Successful - Application
does not validate incoming
data.

MITM
Fuzzing

Successful
Successful - Application
does not validate incoming
data.

Denial-of Service attack

Application crashed as a
result of fuzzing

Unsuccessful - Application
does not accept previous
data as new record.
Partly successful - Tampered
device information (only
battery level).

Successful
Unsuccessful - Both device
and application are
protected against invalid
data.
Application did not crush as Unsuccessful
a result of fuzzing. Data
tampering attempts (‘find
phone’, ‘take photo’)
resulted in phone being
disabled.

• Lack of certification: In spite of efforts to regulate and manage security vulnerabilities present
in current medical devices, many vendors either see them as hindrance or fail to see their
value. For example, despite being “mandatory” for products using Bluetooth, two of the devices that we tested are not certified by the Bluetooth SIG.
• Disregard of available security mechanisms: In spite of security measures available within the
BLE protocol, the tested devices ignored most of the standardized built-in mechanisms, instead compensating using add-on techniques. All three devices used the just-works pairing
method, which is a default pairing method that provides almost no security. To add protecACM Transactions on Internet Technology, Vol. 22, No. 1, Article 14. Publication date: September 2021.
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tion, all devices implemented a proprietary handshake procedure after pairing. Nevertheless,
the exchanged values were static, hence we were still able to intercept the communication.
The lack of necessary protection allowed us to mount various attack scenarios, including
eavesdropping, replay, and tampering.
• Lack of encryption: Eavesdropping, enabled by a lack of communication encryption, is one
of the common security problems in medical devices. Most devices transmitting health data
do so in clear text [41]. Our data analysis confirms this; none of the devices encrypted the
traffic, which allowed unauthorized eavesdropping, capturing and altering of user data. Although also transmitted in clear-text, the ECG tracker was the only device that embedded
a timestamp in the communication, which (even if inadvertently) made it more resilient to
attacks.
• No proper input validation: The lack of proper input validation in the application for the
Athos device resulted in our ability to cause application failure. Thus, validating input data
and discarding malformed data may be used to prevent denial of service attacks and potential
misdiagnosis based on incorrect data.
• Firmware binary protection: Storing the firmware binary in the memory of the smartphone
(as was done with the Athos suit and the Purify tracker) allowed access to the binary file and
consequently made analysis substantially easier. It is recommended that storing the firmware
binary on the device be avoided. If not possible, then the binary file should minimally be
encrypted, to prevent tampering with device functionality and to make reverse engineering
more difficult.
9 CONCLUSION
Evaluating the security of IoT devices is a challenging task, as they are characterized by a vast
number of mobile devices, components across different platforms with diverse connectivity, and
face numerous threats. This is especially challenging with medical and health technologies, as
the implications of vulnerabilities could include privacy, financial, and health threats. In this
work, we presented a novel generalizable framework for evaluating the security of BLE-enabled
wearable monitoring devices and demonstrated its feasibility of implementation by validating
it on three commercial BLE-enabled devices and applications. The proposed framework encompasses four main phases—fingerprinting, vulnerability scanning, data analysis, and attack
execution—which are designed to follow our security assessment methodology.
We were able to (1) scan the tested devices for services and characteristics, (2) obtain additional
details about the devices from the online Bluetooth public product listings, (3) inspect the device for
known vulnerabilities based on the information obtained, (4) capture and store the traffic between
the device and the application, (5) perform analysis of the data and the device binary, (6) examine
encryption of data and firmware, and (7) execute various attacks including spoofing, eavesdropping, replay, tampering, and fuzzing attacks on the devices and their applications. The results of
our case studies show that all three tested devices are subject to man-in-the-middle attack, and
consequently information disclosure, tampering, and fuzzing. Potential counter-measures identified through this process included adopting a secure pairing method to protect against a MITM
attack, encrypting the data or adding dynamic elements such as time to the data to protect against
information disclosure and replay attack, and considering input validation to protect against
fuzzing.
The proposed framework could be adopted as a basis for testing and certification of personal
wearable devices, or during the design of new devices. Although this work focused on implementation for BLE devices, it could be deployed for other protocols as well. The attack conductor module
could be enhanced by adding additional attack types that may be identified in future works. With
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these additional attack use cases, we plan to determine quantitative metrics such as Attack Code
Coverage, Attack Surface Area Coverage, Number of zero day vulnerability detected, and Severity
Score of zero-day vulnerability, with a larger set of devices. Furthermore, any improvement in fuzz
testing (code coverage and input generation/mutation) could improve the ability of the framework
to detect vulnerabilities and, consequently, assess security. Finally, the framework could also be
extended to support devices with IO capabilities that adopt other pairing methods, such as passkey
and numeric comparison.
Despite the rapid growth and proliferation of technology that is impacting and improving our
daily life, it is increasingly important to address concerns about privacy and safety - especially
when it comes to healthcare. Maintaining a balance between security and design goals remains
a challenging task and requires closer collaboration between manufacturers, security researchers,
and clinicians. Doing so will be essential in developing proper mechanisms for designing secure
and reliable devices for users and patients, alike.
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